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Wealth Care LLC February 2023 Commentary 

 

What We Think: 

• We are long-term, goal-focused, plan-driven equity investors. We believe that lifetime 
investment success comes from acting continuously on our plan. Likewise, we believe 
substandard returns, and even lifetime investment failure, come from reacting to current 
events. 

• The unforeseen and indeed unforeseeable economic, market, political and geopolitical 
chaos of the three years since the onset of the pandemic demonstrates conclusively that 
the economy can never be consistently forecast nor the market consistently timed. 

• Therefore we believe that the most reliable way to capture the full return of equities is to 
ride out their frequent but historically always temporary declines. 

• These will continue to be the bedrock convictions that inform our investment policy, as we 
pursue your most important financial goals together. 

  

Current Observations 

• Unrelieved chaos continued in 2022. The central drama of the year—and, it seems likely, 
of the coming year—was the Federal Reserve's belated but very aggressive efforts to bring 
inflation under control. 

• After rising seven times in the nearly 13 years between the trough of the Global Financial 
Crisis (March 9, 2009) and this past January 3, the U.S. equity market sold off sharply. 
(Bond prices also swooned in response to sharply higher interest rates.) 

• It seems more than a little ironic that, after the serial nightmares through which it's 
suffered since the onset of the pandemic early in 2020, the mainstream equity market 
(using the S&P 500 index) managed to close out 2022 18% higher than it was at the end of 
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2019. Not great, but not at all bad for three years during which our entire economic, 
financial, political and geopolitical world blew up. 

• If anything, this tends to validate our core investment strategy over these three years, 
which—simply stated—has been: stand fast, tune out the noise and continue to work your 
long-term plan. Needless to say, that continues to be our recommendation, and in the 
strongest possible terms. 

• The burning question of the hour seems to be whether and to what extent the Fed, in its 
inflation-fighting zeal, might tip the economy into recession at some point—if it hasn't 
already done so. Over the coming year, the way this plays out may determine the near-
term trend of equity prices. Our position continues to be that this outcome is simply 
unknowable, and that one cannot make rational investment policy out of an unknowable. 

• As we always say—but can never say enough—thank you for being our clients. It is a 
genuine privilege to serve you. 

 
 
Our Favorite Table 
 
Here is the updated (for both 2022 and for ten years) Periodic Table of Investment Returns.  The 
message from it remains the complete uncertainty of how any given asset class will do in a year.  
If we had a longer period, you’d also see that even asset class performance over ten year periods 
cycle around randomly. 
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The same table can be produced using country/regional returns-suggesting global 
diversification is wise. 
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Even further, various sectors of the economy rotate around from year to year, suggesting that 
we own  most if not all of the sectors. 
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Financial Planning: 
 
 
Liability Insurance 
 
 
Wow, this is a must in a litigious world.  Everyone with an auto or homeowner’s insurance 
policy has some liability insurance (which would pay for damage or injury to someone or 
something else that is your fault).  But these underlying policy limits are rarely adequate to 
cover the risks out there. 
 
So, we almost always recommend that families we work with carry “umbrella liability” coverage 
also.  This insurance picks up where your auto and homeowner’s ends, and exists in million 
dollar increments.   Most families should have 2-5 million dollars of coverage, especially with 
teenage drivers.  For those families still accumulating assets towards a financial goal, we also 
recommend adding an “uninsured motorist” rider of 1-2 million dollars (so that your own 
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insurance company steps in to help you if you are injured by someone with inadequate 
coverage). 
 
Note that liablity related to business needs its own coverage-malpractice insurance for 
medical/dental practitioners,  E&O coverage for lawyers and some other professionals, and 
general business liability coverage for offices/etc. 
 
 
 
Secure Act 2.0 
 
The law Secure Act 1.0 was passed in 2019 and resulted in pushing back Required Minimum 
Distributions (RMD) from starting at age 70 ½ to 72. It also eliminated the ability for non-
spouse heirs to “stretch” inherited IRA distributions over their lifetime (but instead over ten 
years). In the last week of 2022, the Omnibus budget bill was signed into law and contained 
Secure Act 2.0-with a cornucopia of changes to retirement plans.  We'll cover these changes over 
the next few months in these commentaries. 
 
 
The first change to note is yet another pushback in the RMD age to 73 for anyone who is turning 
72 in 2023 (and anyone younger).  There are provisions in the law to push back the RMD all the 
way to 75 years of age, but the next extension doesn’t take place for years.  We will be in contact 
with any of you that are turning 72 this year (if you have an IRA that we know about).  If you 
don’t need the funds from your IRA, pushing back the date of RMDs reduces your taxable 
income-with benefits including reduced Medicare premiums and possibly more opportunity to 
make taxwise Roth IRA conversions. 
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Taxes Taxes Taxes 

2023 Income Tax Brackets for Married Joint Filers 

Tax rate  For incomes above 

37% $693,750 

35% $462,500 

32% $364,200 

24% $190,750 

22% $89,450 

12% $22,000 

10% $22,000 or less 

2023 Standard Deduction Amounts  

Itemized deductions like property tax (limit 10K), mortgage interest, and charitable contributions have 

to exceed this amount to be worth itemizing on Schedule A 

Filing status  Amount 

For single filers $13,850 

For heads of household $20,800 

For married joint filers $27,700 

 

https://www.wsj.com/buyside/personal-finance/tax-bracket-changes-01666448477?mod=wsj_hp_buyside_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/buyside/personal-finance/tax-bracket-changes-01666448477?mod=wsj_hp_buyside_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/buyside/personal-finance/tax-bracket-changes-01666448477?mod=wsj_hp_buyside_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/buyside/personal-finance/tax-bracket-changes-01666448477?mod=wsj_hp_buyside_pos2
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Miscellaneous 
 
It is Dangerous Out There-the “safety” companies are getting hacked: 
 
 

Norton LifeLock says thousands of customer accounts 

breached 

 

Thousands of Norton LifeLock customers had their accounts compromised in recent weeks, potentially allowing 

criminal hackers access to customer password managers, the company revealed in a recent data breach notice. 

In a notice to customers, Gen Digital, the parent company of Norton LifeLock, said that the likely culprit was a 

credential stuffing attack — where previously exposed or breached credentials are used to break into accounts on 

different sites and services that share the same passwords — rather than a compromise of its systems. It’s why two-

factor authentication, which Norton LifeLock offers, is recommended, as it blocks attackers from accessing someone’s 

account with just their password. 

The company said it found that the intruders had compromised accounts as far back as December 1, close to two weeks 

before its systems detected a “large volume” of failed logins to customer accounts on December 12. 

“In accessing your account with your username and password, the unauthorized third party may have viewed your first 

name, last name, phone number, and mailing address,” the data breach notice said. The notice was sent to customers 

that it believes use its password manager feature, because the company cannot rule out that the intruders also accessed 

customers’ saved passwords. 

Gen Digital said it sent notices to about 6,450 customers whose accounts were compromised. 

Norton LifeLock provides identity protection and cybersecurity services. It’s the latest incident involving the theft of 

customer passwords of late. Earlier this year, password manager giant LastPass confirmed a data breach in which 

intruders compromised its cloud storage and stole millions of customers’ encrypted password vaults. In 2021, the 

company behind a popular enterprise password manager called Passwordstate was hacked to push a tainted software 

update to its customers, allowing the cybercriminals to steal customers’ passwords. 

That said, password managers are still widely recommended by security professionals for generating and storing unique 

passwords, so long as the appropriate precautions and protections are put in place to limit the fallout in the event of a 

compromise. 

https://techcrunch.com/2021/08/11/nortonlifelock-avast-merger/
https://techcrunch.com/2018/12/25/cybersecurity-101-guide-two-factor/
https://techcrunch.com/2018/12/25/cybersecurity-101-guide-two-factor/
https://support.norton.com/sp/en/us/home/current/solutions/v100023155
https://techcrunch.com/2022/12/22/lastpass-customer-password-vaults-stolen/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/04/23/passwordstate-click-studios-password-manager-breach/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/04/23/passwordstate-click-studios-password-manager-breach/
https://techcrunch.com/2021/08/04/passwordstate-supply-chain-attack/
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Super image search 

Google has famously not added anything to its simple and austere search page in 20 years. But 

recently they added something special: a little camera icon. This is Google Lens. You can drag an 

image into the Google’s search bar and use AI to do many more things that Google Image does. If 

it is a common image, it can tell you the source of the image. If it is an uncommon image, it can 

show you similar images. If it is a product, it can identify it and suggest sources. If it is a plant or 

living creature it can identify it. It can translate foreign scripts, including mathematics. If I am 

searching for something that has an image associated with it, I can often find much better 

results, faster, searching via the image in Google Lens. — KK 

https://u16247907.ct.sendgrid.net/ls/click?upn=xj1XNWNXAKn3NbTpbjHoPhyyVs-2FyIJzOqTBgVF1Lvydwij8nglltAdOsmNWg1Gl45gYL-2FDwiRfR12PxUx9v3Vo-2B8mgJaGN3u2oBTjFV7H5QVFvF3ay09FN0-2FUtOw1v1-2FroiyhLrE-2FGsbhPh4E3BQAg-3D-3D214K_JPHAsQc-2FpmM3bahtowg3iXjrbbmPIM26PTmWGOqzgHNL22WBSvRiPTJTNp9lhfUFFfEgH4QjF0gcHtyM7vrLRPne2qK2lOZ7QGmYzzqRQfkxC1XJ3OlXve8pG5c3m6IUrdtOpNxD0-2FCr5Sbs1eB56HCwhhRjntlDS-2FqjD-2FAvJFNABJMdr4CVKgXm137PU9Iu7ylkTV8d-2FD4z0RBmVjysVKCQnwhf8DVLl4kK2BVBcuMrnjpp6sL2XLftuEL64KWzWubTgzc6mKYGcPCtx5cOZF8ujVB-2FxXY8trmjhoYwrcpDK5uhzZ-2BvNCCWI3qMOQ7As8GMd1jW8oAK7UvkT5UC1pfZvPjSUcBFofzJHVUEHV42NkRcOpCxaMAfE5zLRRlibnTf8veygeGlEXJShlrJdg-3D-3D
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Zeen Mobility Device 

A few months back, we told you about the development of a device to help wheelchair bound 

individuals walk.  Here is some follow up on the device and the developer (a member of the 

Wealth Care LLC family), Garrett Brown on CBS news: 

https://www.cbsnews.com/video/steadicam-creator-now-helping-people-with-disabilities/#x 

 

Free Resume Guide from Harvard University: 
 
https://hwpi.harvard.edu/files/ocs/files/undergrad_resumes_and_cover_letters.pdf 
 
CV and Letter Guide: 
 
https://hwpi.harvard.edu/files/ocs/files/gsas-cvs-and-cover-letters.pdf 
 
 
 
 
Random Notes 
 
 
Tech billionaires are funding research to help us live longer and healthier lives, but 
experts warn of an ethical minefield ahead. When Nir Barzilai specialized in anti-aging science 
30 years ago, it was an act of hope. Now, the Israeli-American scientist believes the world is on 
the cusp of turning hope into reality, finding transformational drugs that prevent the effects of 
aging that used to be viewed as inevitable. “We are done with hope and promise. We are at the 
point between having promise and realizing it,” says the director of the Institute for Aging 
Research at New York’s Albert Einstein College of Medicine. He plans to run a huge flagship trial 
to test whether a cheap generic diabetes drug — metformin — can extend lifespan by years, 
after a promising UK study of real world patients. If regulators approve metformin to target 
aging, he believes large pharmaceutical companies and biotechs would jump into the “longevity” 

https://hwpi.harvard.edu/files/ocs/files/undergrad_resumes_and_cover_letters.pdf
https://hwpi.harvard.edu/files/ocs/files/gsas-cvs-and-cover-letters.pdf
https://substack.com/redirect/1a4398b7-c7bc-4555-93f4-64f257bbbb54?j=eyJ1IjoiMnlhOSJ9.5TBViJdl-yl3GhQk57j3t8JO8dOJ4q2xasxa9Etrytg
https://substack.com/redirect/1a4398b7-c7bc-4555-93f4-64f257bbbb54?j=eyJ1IjoiMnlhOSJ9.5TBViJdl-yl3GhQk57j3t8JO8dOJ4q2xasxa9Etrytg
https://substack.com/redirect/1a4398b7-c7bc-4555-93f4-64f257bbbb54?j=eyJ1IjoiMnlhOSJ9.5TBViJdl-yl3GhQk57j3t8JO8dOJ4q2xasxa9Etrytg
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field. “Once we prove it, I think it will be an earth-shattering moment for everyone,” he says. 
(Source: ft.com) 
 
 
Average level of happiness and satisfaction in US citizens at various ages: 
 
 

http://ft.com/
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We are all just a car crash, a diagnosis, an unexpected phone call, a newfound love, or a broken 
heart away from becoming a completely different person. How beautifully fragile are we that so 
many things can take but a moment to alter who we are forever? — Samuel Decker Thompson 
 
"If the path before you is clear, you're probably on somebody else's path." - Joseph Campbell 
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The Wealth Care LLC Team  February 1, 2023 


